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NOTES ON SMOOTH FUNCTION GERMS ON VARIETIES
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ABSTRACT. We study smooth
view of Thom-Mather
theory.

function

germs on varieties

from the point of

0. Introduction.
In this paper we obtain an algebraic criterion for fc-determinacy (in a certain sense) of smooth function germs on a variety relative to the
group of germs of diffeomorphisms preserving the variety. It is a generalization of
the algebraic criteria for fc-determinacy of smooth function germs at the origin and
on manifolds with boundary [4, 5]. On the other hand, all function germs which
are classified by Arnol'd and Mather in [1, 5] have only isolated singularities at
the origin. We consider the possibility of studying smooth function germs with
nonisolated singularities.
All results in this paper are also valid in the complex analytic category.
The authors would like to thank the referee for careful readings.
!• ^/(^-equivalence.
In this section we introduce the crucial idea for studying
function germs on varieties. Let £n be the ring of germs at 0 of smooth function
germs /: (R™,0) —>R and 2Jl„ be the unique maximal ideal in £n. Let M(n,p)
be the set of germs at 0 of a smooth map h: (R",0) —►(Rp,0). For any h G
Wl(n,p), we define the ring homomorphism h* : £p —>£n by h*(f) = f o h. We fix

h G 0JÍ(n,p). By R-i(h) we denote the group of diffeomorphism germs 0: (R™,0) —>

(R",0) such that (¡>*(I(h))= 1(h), where 1(h) = h*(9Jlp)£n.
DEFINITION 1.1. For any fixed h G 9Jl(n,p), two function germs /, g G OJÏn are
called Z i thyequivalent

if there is an element 4>G %i(h) such that / o (¡>= g.

REMARK. If <pG Zi(h), then <£(/i_1(0)) = /i_1(0). Hence, we may have £/(&)equivalence of function germs as right equivalence of function germs on the variety

h-Ho).

Since we do not know whether the set of fc-jets of elements of Ri(h) is a Lie group
or not, we consider the following notion: Let K(n,p) be the group of iC-equivalence
in the sense of Mather [6].

DEFINITION1.2. Two pairs of map germs (fi,hx), (/2, h2) G 5H„ x Wl(n,p) are
called (Z, K)-equivalent if there exists (<f>,$) G K(n,p) such that (/i o dj, hi o <¡>)=
(/2,$o(id,/i2)).
After we had submitted this paper, the referee pointed out that this idea had
also been developed in [3].
Received by the editors May 8, 1985.
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By Proposition

2.3 in [6], we have the following lemma:

LEMMA 1.3. Suppose h G Wl(n,p) and f,g G 9Jîn. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) f,g are Ä/(^)-egm'z;o/eni.

(ii) (/, h) and (g,h) are (Z, K)-equivalent.
By this lemma, the (Z, AT)-equivalence theory can be used to study the Z¡(h)equivalence theory.

For any (f,h) G VJXnx ÎUl(n,p), let 6(f) (respectively 0(h)) be the ¿„-module
of C°°-vector

field germs along / (respectively

h) at the origin.

#(idR")- Then we define an £„-homomorphism t(f,h):

We put 6(n) =

0(n) —>6(f) © 6(h) by

t(f, h)(i) = df o £ © dh o £. By analogy with the X'-tangent space of map germ we

define the (Z, JC)-tangent space for (/, h) G 9Jt„ x Wl(n,p) by

T(Z, K)(f, h) = t(f, h)(Wln6(n))+ 0 © h*(<mp)6(h).
We now define t : 6(f) —>6(f) © 6(h) by t(n) — rj © 0. By an easy calculation,
we have the following lemma:

LEMMA1.4. Forany(f,h)e9nnx<m(n,p),r1(T(Z,K)(f,h))
Wln6(n),th(£) G h*(Wlp)0(h)}.
Because of the above observation,

= {tf(t:)\i£

we define an ideal in £n as follows: For any

(/, h) G 2Rn x M(n,p), we put

df

, e df

■%>(/)
H *s£ +- +6.g£
, dh
dxi

■+ Ín-^eh*(mp)£(n,p)\

where £(n,p) = £n x ■■■x £n (product of p-copies of £n) and dh/dxi = (dhi/dxi,
..., dhp/dxi) for the coordinate representation h — (hi,..., hp).
We may consider the ideal Jj(h)(f) as the space of infinitesimal variation of /
with respect to Ä/^-equivalence.

2. i-finite

determinacy.

Let I be an ideal in £n.

DEFINITION 2.1. Two function germs f,g G I are called I-k-jet equivalent if
/ - g G ^nIThis relation is an equivalence relation and we denote by j¡f
equivalence class represented by / G I. We call j¡f the I-k-jet of f.
We remark that if / = 9Jln the i-fc-jet of / is the ordinary ¿-jet of /.

the

DEFINITION2.2. Suppose h G VJl(n,p). The function germ / G I is called Ik-determined relative to Z¡(h) if / and g are Zi(h)-equivalent for any g G i with
j]9 = Jif- The function germ / G I is called I-finitely determined relative to Z¡(h)
if / is i-fv-determined relative to Zith) f°r some k.
We remark that the i-fc-determinacy is the M-determinacy in [7] in the case
where M — ÍOT^i. As the order of the i-finite determinacy we have the following
proposition:

PROPOSITION 2.3.

Wl(n,p) and fei2.

Let I be a finitely generated ideal in £n.

If
mkn-licJI{h)(f)

+ ^ni,

then f is I2-k-determined relative to Z¡(h)License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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The proof of Proposition 2.3 is the same as that of the following proposition
which gives a more strict estimate in the case where i = 1(h).

PROPOSITION2.4. Suppose that I = 1(h) for some h G 9JÏ(n,p). Let f G I2.

If
Wlkn-lI2CJm(f)

+ VílknI2

then f is I2-k-determined relative to Zi(h)PROOF. The proof is almost the same as that of Proposition 1 in [5]. Suppose
that gel2
has the same i2-ío-jet as /. We define F(x,t) = f(x) + t(g(x) - f(x)).
We consider F as an element of £n+i, the ring of germs at (0, to). We denote its
maximal

ideal by ÜJln+i. We have inclusions

J-<F> = ({^

dF

, dF
+ - + t dxn

£n C £n+i and 9Jtn C 2H„_|_i. Let

ii g mn,

dh

dh

£i—
+ • •• + in^r
e h*(mp)£(n,p)
dxi
ndxn
By the condition

dh
dh
6 TET + ■■■+ ^^r
G h*(Tlp)£(n,p),
dxi

dxn

we remark that

jI(h)(f)cr(F)
By Nakayama's lemma, ÜJt^i2^^

+ mkni2£n+x
C J*(F).

The only difference of the remainder of the proof is to check that the one parameter family of local diffeomorphisms preserves the ideal 1(h). But this is ensured

by the condition that

dh
dh
^l^r
dxi + --- + ín^r^h*(mp)£(n,p).
n dxj,
A necessary condition for i-fc-determinacy

PROPOSITION 2.5.
are real analytic function
analytic germs.

Q.E.D.

is given as follows:

Let I be a finitely generated ideal in £n whose generators
germs. Suppose that h G Wl(n,p)

and f G i are also real

If f is I-k-determined relative to Z¡(h), then

(*)

mkni c JHh)(f).

PROOF. The condition (*) is equivalent to the following condition:

(**)

mknI6(f)®0cT(Z,K)(f,h).

Let K(n,p)1 be the Lie group of /-jets of elements in K(n,p). There is a K(n,p)1action on Jl(n, 1) © Jl(n,p)
induced by (Z, X')-equivalence.
We denote by

Jl(f + <mkI) the set of i-jets of elements in / + 9tt£i.
an affine subspace of Jl(n, 1) ffi Jl(n,p),

Since Jl(f + mkJ) is

its tangent space at j¿f is

Jl(wikj) = (mkj6(f) © o + wiln+16(f)© ml+l6(h))i(ml+H(f)

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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relative to R](h), we have

ml+li6(f) © o + ml+l6(f) © m^ojh)
<mln+1o(f)®imn+16(h)

T(Z, K)(f, h) + <ml^0(f) © W!+H(h)
<mln+1e(f)© mln+16(h)
for any I > k. If we take the projective limit of the above inclusion as I —yoo, then
we have the following inclusion:

mkj6(f) ©o c T(z, K)(f,h) + m^6(f) ©m~o(h).
This inclusion means that the condition (**) is true in the category of formal power
series. But, since the generators of i, h and / are all real analytic germs, we have
the condition (**) in the real analytic category by the theorem in [2].
Q.E.D.
If we take i = 97l„ and h(xi,...,
xn) — xi, we have the following corollary:

Corollary

2.6 (Janeczko [4]). Let f gOT„.

then f is k-determined

relative to Gl-

(b) If f is k-determined relative to Gl, then

m^clxilL)
\
dxi/£n

+mn(V,*L)
.
\dx2
àxn/£ri

Here, Gl is the group of diffeomorphism

germs <¡>such that 4>(L) = L where L =

{xi=0}.
If we take I — (x2, ■■■,xn)sn

and h(xi,...,xn)

= (x2, • • • ,xn),

we have the

following corollary:

COROLLARY2.7 (SierSMA [8]). Let f G I2 be a real analytic function germ.
(a) i/9Jî£-2i2 C T(f) + 9Jlkl~1I2, then f is k-determined in the sense of Siersma.
(b) If f is k-determined

in the sense of Siersma, then OT£-1i2 C r(f).

Here.

r(/)=a""(li;)f„+fe.x-)c-{lk.wX:
3. Smooth

function

germs

with

nonisolated

singularities.

Let I be an

ideal in £n. For any / G ffln, we define J(f) = (df/dxi,...

,âf/âxn)sn.

then J(f)

Let £(/)

C I. We denote the zero point set of I by V(I).

singular points of /. It is equal to V(J(f)).
By the propositions

If / G I2

be the set of

Hence, if / G I2 then £(/)

D V(I).

in the previous section, we have the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.1.

Let I be a finitely generated ideal in £n whose generators

are all real analytic germs. Suppose that h G 9Jl(n,p)

and f G i2 are real analytic

germs. If f is I2-finitely determined relative to Z¡(h), then V(I) = S(/).
PROOF. Since / G I2, we have £(/)
a nonnegative

D V(I). By Proposition 2.5, there exists

integer Acsuch that OJl^i2 C J¡(h)(f)

v(i) = v(i2) = v(mkj2) = v(j(f)) = ni)-

C J(f)-

Q-E.D.
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EXAMPLE3.2. Leth: (R2,0) -+ (R2,0) be a map germ given by h(x,y) = (x,y).
Put I — (x3 - y2)sn- Consider the function germ f(x,y) = (x3 - y2)2 G I2. Then
Ji(h)(f)

= m2J(f)

= (x3(x3 - y2),xy(x3

- y2),y2(x3 - y2))e2.

Since x3(x3 -y2), x2y(x3 -y2), xy2(x3 -y2), y3(x3 -y2) generate Mfi,
sition 2.3, / is i2-4-determined relative to right equivalence.

by Propo-

EXAMPLE3.3. Let h: (R2,0) -»■(R,0) be a function germ given by h(x,y) =
x2-y2.

Put I = 1(h) = (x2-y2)e2.

(1) Consider the function germ fi(x,y)
Ji(h)(fi)

— (x2 —y2)2 G I2. Then

= {Í(x,y)4x(x2-y2)-r,(x,y)4y(x2-y2)\

Í(x,y),n(x,y)

G W2,Í(x,y)2x

- n(x,y)2y G (x2 - y2)e2}.

If we let Í(x,y) = \x and r¡(x,y) = \y, then (x2 - y2)2 G Ji(h)(fi)-

Since

(x2 - y2)2 generates 9Jl§i2 = I2, by Proposition 2.4, /i is i2-l-determined
relative
to Zrth).
(2) Consider the function germs f2(x,y) = x(x2 —y2)2 and fz(x,y) = y(x2-y2)2.
By the same calculation as in (1), f2 and fe are i2-2-determined relative to Z¡fh)Since S(/¿) = V(x2 —y2) (i — 1,2,3), /i, /2 and /3 are all nonfinitely determined
function germs in the usual sense (cf. [5]). However, exp(x)(x2-y2)2
and (x2-y2)2
(respectively sin(x)(x2 - y2)2 and x(x2 — y2)2) are right equivalent. This is an
assertion which does not follow from the previous results on determinacy.
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